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ABSTRACT
Kernel DM+V, one of the most common and well studied algorithms for gas distribution
mapping, relies crucially on a set of parameters. These parameters are often estimated using
cross-validation (CV), which is computationally expensive and therefore has to be carried out
offline. Here we propose an efficient method for parameter selection, based on Virtual LeaveOne-Out Cross Validation (VLOOCV), which enables online calculation of the optimal set of
parameters. VLOOCV approximates the results of CV at greatly reduced computational costs.
We validate the proposed method in one indoor experiment where a mobile robot with a
Photo Ionization Detector (PID) was collecting gas measurements while moving in the target
area. A comparison with the standard measure for model selection, the CV–based NLPD
(Negative Log Predictive Density), favors the proposed algorithm that achieves the same
model selection performance using just a fraction of the computational resources.
ALGORITHM
Mapping the distribution of one or multiple gases using a mobile robot is a challenging task.
Kernel DM+V [1], probably the most robust approach today, interprets the mapping problem
as a kernel regression method. At the core of the algorithm is the well known NadarayaWatson estimator with RBF kernel [2], which is applied twice, once for the estimation of the
predictive mean and once for the estimation of the predictive variance. Kernel regression
depends crucially on the choice an appropriate bandwidth of the kernel. It is usually selected
in a grid search over the kernel bandwidth space using the average NLPD obtained from CV
as evaluation criterion. The computational cost of this method is high due to the need for
building and evaluating multiple models on different parts of the data for cross-validation.
Instead, VLOOCV builds a single model using the whole dataset and estimates the effect of
leaving out parts of the data [3]. To this end, VLOOCV calculates a leverage score hi for each
data point i indicating the effect of the point on the model. Scores of zero correspond to
points that do not affect the model. To estimate the NLPD using VLOOCV, the negative
likelihood of each of the training points according to the model built with the whole training
set is computed and then weighted by hi according to the following formula:
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Where mi and vi are the mean and variance of the distribution given by the model built on the
whole training set. The NLPD estimate is given by the average of all the NLi scores. The
computational complexity of the update of the CV and VLOOCV algorithms is dominated by
the update of the variance map and the calculation of the NLi and hi scores which scale
linearly with the number of points. The computational advantage of the VLOOCV is due to
the fact that only 1 model instead of (number of CV-folds -1) need to be updated.
RESULTS
The proposed parameter selection algorithm has been tested on data collected with a PID
NLi =

sensor mounted on a mobile robot deployed in one indoor (Fig.1) and one outdoor
environment where a gas source releasing ethanol was placed. Fig. 2 shows good agreement
for the value of the NLPD calculated using CV, VLOOCV and VLOOCV without hi score
correction. Fig. 3 reports the computational time of the three algorithms for a different
number of measurement points. The VLOOCV algorithm is computationally least expensive,
while preserving the properties of the objective function (clear minimum in correspondence
of the selected bandwidth). It is worth noting that correcting the negative likelihood with
leverage scores does hardly change the VLOOCV result. This means that computation of the
leverage factors is not needed for gas distribution mapping data obtained with mobile robots.
An explanation is that the models obtained with the full dataset and with a fraction of the
dataset (used in CV) are very similar, as shown in Fig. 4. The score displayed is the
intersection of the Normal distributions (1 identical distributions, 0 distributions that do not
intersect) predicted by the model computed with the full dataset and only with one fold.
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Figure 1: Robot during indoor experiment.
Figure 2: NLPD scores for the CV, VLOOCV and
VLOOCV without correction scores. The scores
obtained by VLOOCV and the VLOOCV without
corrections are basically identical.

Figure 3: Computational time for the three algorithms.
As expected the computation times scale roughly
linearly with the number of measurements.

Figure 4: Similarity scores between the model
calculated on the full dataset and the models
calculated on fractions of the dataset (1/number of
folds).

